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TWO STRONG COMPANIES UNDER ONE ROOF
NEW BUILDING
COMPLETION
LATE 2020

The Schilt Group is pooling its strengths and getting in position for
further growth. A new building is under construction at the Balgheim
location, which will triple the entire work area there. The first of three
building phases will be completed in late 2020.
Then Erich Ulrich GmbH, a Group company, will move from Bad
Dürrheim to Balgheim.
“We are focusing on this location, and this will make it possible to
meet our customers’ requirements even better,” explained Jürgen
Aicher, CEO of the Schilt Group. In this way the Group can make use
of synergy effects, improve internal communication, and increase process efficiency in the administration and production departments.
Jürgen Aicher: “Our business partners will also benefit from the easy
logistics since it will make us more flexible.” The contact persons will
remain the same after Erich Ulrich GmbH moves.

MORE SPACE – GREATER CAPACITIES
FACTS
New building
in three phases
10,000 square meters
more area
Large investments
in plant engineering
Concentration
on Balgheim location
All three Group companies
remain independent

The positive business development of recent years has led to continuous growth in the Schilt Group. “In order to do justice to the increased
demands, we are making considerable investments in our machine and
plant engineering in the near future. In this way, we can increase our
capacities significantly and optimally comply with customer requests,”
says Robert Jerlitschka, Schilt authorized officer.
Schilt will take the next step into the future when it expands its production area by more than 10,000 square meters. Around 3.5 million euros will flow into the first building phase. About 50 employees
can look forward to a modern, expansive working environment at the
Balgheim location.

Same contact persons

“Our customers
will benefit
from the
synergy effects.”
Jürgen Aicher,
CEO

(left to right) Daniel Mannhart (commercial manager),
Jürgen Aicher (CEO), Dirk Aicher, Robert Jerlitschka (authorized officer)

NO JOBS LOST
Info event

IN THE
THYSSEN-KRUPP
TEST TOWER
IN ROTTWEIL

The new orientation will not have any effect on the number of
employees – company management announced this at a works
assembly held at the Thyssen-Krupp Test Tower in Rottweil. All Erich
Ulrich GmbH employees in Bad Dürrheim will have a job in the new
facilities. “Locating the two companies in the Balgheim location will
also bring our customers clear advantages. This applies especially to
the development and production areas,” said Jürgen Aicher. In the
future, standard and drawing parts will be produced by one provider.
Erich Ulrich GmbH will continue as a separate company but will concentrate on sales. As an importer of standard setscrews and screws
with a huge inventory, it is among Europe’s leading suppliers along
with our other Schilt Group company, Alfred Ebinghaus GmbH in
Hattingen (North Rhine-Westphalia). “The Hattingen site will remain
since its location in northern Germany is strategically important to us.”
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